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s u m m e r

What’s New at HR?
It’s been another very busy year
at YVY’s
Human Resources
Department and another one is
on the way. With tremendous
appreciation to our very efficient HR
team, we have diligently navigated
the challenges of the 2012-2013
school year.
In October 2012, ACS HeadStart,
YVY’s longest standing program
ended and the new Early Learn
program was formed. This transition
involved many hours of staff
planning, employee benefits and
policy changes. It resulted in many
staffing changes plus the addition of
two new sites.
All this was transpiring while we
were preparing for and taking part
in a Federal HeadStart review where
our personnel files and policies were
audited very thoroughly. The Federal
reviewers were very impressed with
our meticulous HR practices and
c o m p l i m e n t e d (continued on page 3)
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ACS Sites
to Become Part of Federal Grant

Y

From YvY Parent Newsletter May/June 2013

eled V’Yalda opened
its first Head Start
classroom in 1981 as a
delegate agency of New York City’s
Agency for Child Development
(ACD). Subsequently, the Agency
for Children’s Services (the
successor agency to ACD) granted
YVY additional classrooms in
different venues. In later years, YVY
was successful in its application to
add classrooms and sites as a direct
Federal grantee. At present, YVY’s
18 Head Start sites include both
Federal and ACS classrooms.
This September will begin a new
chapter in YVY’s history. As part
of a designation renewal process
instituted by ACF, the Federal
funding source for Head Start,
YVY submitted an application to
become a direct Federal grantee

for all its sites and classrooms. All
proposals had to document plans to
provide the highest quality services
and education to low-income
children and families and were
subject to an extensive evaluation
and review process. YVY is proud
to be one of the agencies to be
chosen for an award. YVY will now
be accountable directly to ACF for
all its sites.
At this juncture, YVY would
like to express its appreciation to
ACS for many years of fruitful
guidance and collaboration. The
partnership between YVY and
ACS was always conducted with
open communication and mutual
respect. We wish our friends at ACS,
a New York City Supergrantee,
many successful years providing
services to children and families.

Win a Valuable Gift Certificate!
See page 4 for details >>
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YVY Federal Head Start Programs
Undergo Monitoring Review

From YvY Parent Newsletter May/June 2013

T

he Administration for Children
and Families conducted its
triennial review of Yeled
V’Yalda’s Head Start and Early Head
Start programs in January of this year.
A team of nine reviewers was assigned to
monitor all aspects of the YVY program,
covering areas such as fiscal responsibility
and program governance in addition to
provision of child care services, child
health and safety, and how well the
agency works with Head Start families
and the community at large. Two of
the reviewers were specifically assigned
to assess the effectiveness of teacher
communication with the children in the
classroom, using a special assessment
instrument called CLASS. Reviewers
visited and observed classrooms,
interviewed teachers, staff and parents,

and reviewed a large selection of records.
The review results, which have just
been received, are overwhelmingly
positive. The review report noted many
areas of strength, particularly those
related to YVY’s innovative Head Start
programming and its ability to deliver
comprehensive services to children and
families through its network of education
and social service programs. Two of the
concerns noted by the report have already
been addressed, with a change in one
procedure and enhancement of one area
of data collection and aggregation. A
final concern, relating to the YVY policy
on children’s immunizations, will be
presented to the YVY Policy Council and
the YVY Health Advisory Committee,
who must vote on the proposed change
in policy before it is implemented.

CLASS results have also been received.
YVY scored above the national average
in every area, with scores well above
the state, regional and national averages
in the area of Emotional Support.
YVY has already planned a training
session for Education Directors in the
area of Instructional Support, which
was the weakest area noted, though
still above the average. In addition,
while some Education Directors have
already been CLASS certified, now
all YVY Education Directors will be
receiving training to become certified
CLASS observers so they can train the
teachers under their supervision to be
mindful of the guidelines enumerated
by the CLASS instrument, which are
meant to promote effective teaching.

New Faces at YvY
Baily Wertheimer

Quality Assurance

Hentcha Jalas

Family Worker

Sapeer D. Tsadok

Assistant Teacher

Batsheva Grosinger

Home Visitor

Jamilah Nimah Rashid

Assistant Teacher

Sara Friedman

Assistant Teacher

Blime Deutsch

Assistant Teacher

Joel Isaac Gottehrer

Trainer

Sara Rottenberg

Record Clerk

Bracha Blima Radziminski

Home Visitor

Joseph Paneth

Tutor

Sara N. Siegelman

Home Visitor

Chanie Meisner

Assistant Teacher

Leah Esther Gordon

Assistant Teacher

Sarah Berger

Family Worker

Chanie Pinter

Secretary

Malky Tauber

Assistant Teacher

Sarah Steinmetz

Record Clerk

Chava Chaya Preis

Lifeguard

Mindee Sue Sandhaus

Teacher

Shifra Leitner

Assistant Teacher

Elisheva Freida Lerner

Assistant Teacher

Miriam Zicherman

Assistant Teacher

Tziporah Hass

Assistant Teacher

Esther Chana Braun

Record Clerk

Miriam H. Frankl

Record Clerk

Yaluz D. Shuaib

Assistant Teacher

Eta Appeldorfer

Assistant Teacher

Rachel Biller

Assistant Teacher

Yetta Gelb

Teacher

Fraidy Brown

Assistant Teacher

Rachel Frimet Silberman

Assistant Teacher

Yocheved Schwartz

Family Worker

Gitty Bineth

Assistant Teacher

Ruchma Ganz

Assistant Teacher

YvY extends sincere sympathies to Mina Sputz & Libby Chein
upon the loss of their mother.;
Agie Lemmer upon the loss of her brother;

Condolences

Mrs. Sara Gartenhaus upon the loss of her mother;

YvY extends sincere sympathies upon your losses.
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Bina Cunin

T

he summer that my youngest child
was 2 ½ years old and preparing
to attend school, my husband a”h
was very worried. He was afraid that with
all 12 children in school I might be bored!
With his encouragement and support, after 20 years as a stay at home mother, I became a kindergarten teacher. I loved my
new job immensely!
After a few successful years, government
funding was introduced and my seminary
certification was no longer sufficient for
my position. Once again my husband got
involved. He convinced me that being a 40
year old mother with a family and a job
should not hinder me from getting a college degree. He promised that he would
help me in every way possible.
I graduated from Touro College summa
cum laude-the old fashioned way; by attending classes full time (in the evenings
and Sundays) while working during the
day as a teacher (and mother!). I also obtained a Masters in Education/Special Education and became a Teacher in an Inclusion Model classroom.
When I heard that Yeled V’Yalda was
looking for a director for one of their sites,
I applied and was interviewed by Naomi.
We had an enjoyable meeting and I left
in a very optimistic mood. However, the
school decided to promote one of its own
teachers to the position. I naturally was
disappointed, but everything that Hashem
does is good. A year later, Naomi called
to say that there was an opening in the
Canarsie site, where I am fortunate to be
working to this day. When I was first
hired, fourteen years ago, there were four
Head Start classes and one Early Head
Start class. Since then, an additional new
building and three playgrounds were built.
We now have 15 classes!
The Farragut/Canarsie site has been called
by many, “A little United Nations”, because there are students coming from so
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HR (continued from page 1)

many different countries. Some of the
languages spoken by parents are: Hebrew,
Arabic (Syrian parents), Farsi (Persian parents), Russian, Spanish and Creole. Many
of our staff members were originally parents of our students. They volunteered in
classes, became paid substitutes and then
were hired as assistant teachers or family
workers. Thanks to our encouragement
and support, some even went to college
and got degrees! One of our present staff
members actually was a student in our
Head Start! Most of our staff members
have been working here for many years
and every new person hired is warmly welcomed into our family. Parents of our students have regular interactions with staff
members and become close friends and
confidants.
In 2009, Yeled V’Yalda hierarchy wanted
to be officially recognized as a program
that operates at the highest standard possible. The Farragut Road site was given the
honor of applying for NAEYC Accreditation. After superhuman efforts by a cohesive team of teachers, family workers and
director, our goal was achieved; our site
passed with “flying colors”. Once a year
we re-certify and prove that our program
maintains its high standards.
I would like to make one thing very
clear; although I have the title of Site/Ed
Director, the credit for running a school
which is so amazing (that parents beg us
to serve older children as well) is due to
the outstanding team who work here. The
school is run by the combined efforts of
staff members who work over and above
the call for duty and that’s what makes this
site so special!

Bina Cunin
Ed Director, ACS Head Start
(718) 209-1122

our “impeccable” personnel files.
Additionally, routine compliance
issues such as updating everyone’s
SCR forms, Child Abuse Prevention
trainings, and new hire trainings
were addressed in a truly and efficient
manner.
As the school year nears its end, we
are facing the transition of our Early
Learn program into a newly formed
Federal HeadStart program. Once
again, staffing patterns, employee
benefits and agency policies must be
reviewed and revised to accommodate
a new program.
We look forward to a successful
transition into an ever-changing
Yeled V’Yalda. The HR department
staff will be available all summer
to assist our employees with all
questions and concerns regarding
HR policies, staffing and compliance
issues.
We wish everyone a healthy and
happy summer. “Don’t forget to
submit your vacation request forms!”
Our HR staff is “always available”
and can be reached at:

Karen

686 - 2413

Roizy

686 - 2416

Miri

686 - 2463

Miriam 686 - 2412
Leah

686 - 2415

Gitty Lichtenstein, MS
Director of Human Resources
(718) 686-2422
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Employee Questionnaire

Win a $75 Gift Certificate!
To enter the drawing, email this completed form to yvyink@yeled.org or fax to 718-686-2497 by October 15th.

Fax:
718.686.2497
| Mail: 1312 38th St., Brooklyn, NY 11218 Attn: Ruchie H. | Email: yvyink@yeled.org
EMPLOYEE
QUESTIONNAIRE
We give you the opportunity to participate in the “Zooming In” survey by submitting answers to the following questions.
“Zooming In On” is a column in the YvY staff newsletter which is mailed to all YvY employees a few times a year. Check
out our previous YvY INK newsletters for all kinds of interesting information about YvY programs and staff at www.yeled.
org>professionals>employee newsletters! If your survey is chosen for publication in an upcoming newsletter, you will be contacted and you will receive a valuable gift certificate!

?

Fax: 718.686.2497 | Mail: 1312 38th St., Brooklyn, NY 11218 Att: Ruchie H. | Email: yvyink@yeled.org
Questions with a star (*) must be answered. Please answer as many questions as possible.
*Name:
*What is your job at YVY? Elaborate briefly
1. Do you own any prized possessions? Explain:
2. Are you related to any celebrities, famous person?
3. Describe an interesting trip you once took.
4. Which musical instrument do you play well?
5. Has anything you have written been published? Explain
6. Have you ever done any public speaking? Describe

?

?

7. Are you an expert at any game/sport? (chess, scrabble, tennis etc.) Have you ever won any trophies?
8. Is there a food recipe you are famous for? Elaborate:

9. Who is a person that has had a big impact on who you are?
10. What is your favorite food?

11. Is there a place would you like to visit someday? Describe:

12. What is a funny/fascinating/embarrassing thing that happened to you?
13. If I won the lottery, I would…
14. Do you do any volunteering? Explain

15. What is your biggest achievement / major accomplishment?
16. What is something you regret not having learned or done?
17. What does your family consist of?

18. What is something you do in your free time/for fun/ a hobby?
19. What is something most people don’t know about you?
20. Do you have a pet peeve? What irks you?
21. What is something you are very good at? (special talent)

22. What is your favorite website (besides for YVY’s)? or favorite store?
23. Are you fluent in more than three languages? Which ones?
24. What is a habit you wish you could get rid of?
25. If you’ve learned one thing in life, it’s:

Not all submissions will necessarily be published, and we reserve the right to edit as needed.
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What Do You Do When You Need To Do Get Something Done

Without Any Distractions?
I tell myself to focus
on the task at hand
and set a time limit
to work. If people
are the distraction, I
find a quiet room to
work in.

I Try very hard to stay
calm and control
myself not to get annoyed by those that
innocently want my
attention

Complete my YVY work
from home; sometimes
after everyone goes to
sleep. Also, I respectfully remind those
around me that I have
work to complete.

I make sure to do
things while the
kids are sleeping

When I want to do
something without
distraction, I do it in
middle of the night
when there is no one
around to distract
me.

I make things easier by
deliberately distracting
myself; I go for a walk,
change activities, chat
or let my mind focus on
simple things. Then, once
my mind is relaxed, things
don’t distract me and it
gets done much quicker!

Sometimes I have to remind
myself that the distraction
might be the priority and the
task might be the distraction.
For instance, when I want to
read a book and my children
are ‘distracting’ me; that’s
when I realize my kids are not
distracting me, the book is!

When you are distracted,
wait, wait, wait. Eventually,
the distractions will go
away.

I work from home!

I stay late - I almost
always have distractions.

ne first
Tr y to get it do
orning
thing in the m
’s still
ne
when ever yo
asleep

I set myself a goal and
a time limit of when I
want it to get done by.

I’ll put my cellpho
ne
where I can’t see it
and
turn off the ringer.
If
I feel like I’m still ge
tting distracted, I ta
lk to
myself and say “le
t’s stay
focused”.

I zip my lips!

Go into my bedroom
and LOCK the door

I am very single-m
inded.
When I need to ge
t something done, nothin
g in the
world can distrac
t me. I
don’t need any te
chniquethe little voice in m
y head
telling me what I
need to
do is enough.

The only way for me to
daven in the morning
without my kids
interrupting is to lock
myself in my closet

FOR WOMEN AND TEENS!
Summer
2013
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CLASS SCHEDULE

Yeled v’Yalda

 

MONDAYS JULY 1-AUG 26

TUESDAYS JULY 2-AUG. 27

6 PM ZUMBA
7 PM Cardio Boot Camp
8 PM JULY: Kickboxing AUG: Yoga

6 PM ZUMBA
7 PM Tabata
8 PM Cardio Boot Camp

$15 per class (YvY FC members $10, bring YvY keytag)
Located at 1265 38th Street

WIN A FREE MONTH OF MEMBERSHIP
AT THE YVY FITNESS CENTER!*
*Every class you attend earns you a free ticket
into the drawing! Restrictions apply.

YVY FITNESS CENTER • 1312 38th Street • Brooklyn, NY 11218 • Tel. (718) 686.3788
Fax (718) 686.3760 • Web www.yeled.org/fitness • Email fitness@yeled.org

Zooming In On…
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Rachel Pattashnick

Job at YvY…
I’m a teacher for the Early Learn program at
Farragut Road for 17 years now
Prized possessions…
My daughter – after 2 boys!

Celebrity I’m related to…
People always ask me if I’m related to Rabbi
Joseph Patashnick who hosts a radio show, but
I’m not!
Interesting trip I once took …
I went to Israel to see my grandfather who
was 105 years old, who gave me a bracha
(blessing).
Musical instrument I play well …
Piano and some guitar
Been Published?…
I wrote an article that was printed in the
Jewish Press and Hamodia when my mother
passed away.
Food recipe I’m famous for…
Everyone loves my cinnamon rugelachthey’re always gone within a day or two, no
matter how many batches I make.
A game I'm good at...
Rummy Q
Food recipe I’m famous for…
Banana cake. I make it at times when people

make me bananas!

Something people don’t know about

Someone that had a big impact on me…
Close friends and other significant people
who have stood behind me no matter what
and believe in me.

me...
How busy I am – I appreciate it when people
“offer”

Favorate food.…
Salad. and Bina’s brownies-scrumptious!
I would like to visit…
California – I picture the palm trees
So embarrassing…
I bought a pizza and put it on top of my van
for a second. While waiting by a red light the
driver from the car near me asked me if I was
having pizza for lunch!
If I won the lottery, I would…
Buy a house
Major accomplishment…
Completing 2 Masters was a major
achievement. A major accomplishment is
accepting certain realities.
I regret not having learned…
Computer graphics
My family consists of…
My husband, 2 sons (ages 20 and 14) and a
daughter (age 8)
What I do in my free time..
Go to physical therapy; read; write; play
keyboard

Pet Peeve...
Lack of professionalism bothers me. The loud
fire alarm irks me but I guess it is supposed
to!
Something I’m good at...
I’m good at writing and editing and I enjoy it.
My son wrote an essay that got an honorable
mention at the Ohel gala event and I wrote
the last line which really pulled it all together.
Favorite store...
TJ Maxx
Habit I wish I could get rid of...
Procrastinating. I need to organize papers at
home but I am toooo tired and need the time
to do it!
If I’ve learned one thing in
life, it’s...
When too
overwhelmed, say
“Sorry, I can’t”. Your
whole life could
change from one
moment to the next
so cherish the good
moments!

Check it out online

www.yeled.org > Professionals > Employee Newsletters

MIssed an issue?
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Engagement

Faigy Barhorin’s (BP) daughter
Chaya Rena Berkowitz (BP)
Esther Chana Braun (WIC)
Shaindy Gold (F)
Michelle Goldkrantz (BP) to Josh Gruber (BP)
Ruchie Herbst’s (BP) daughter Mimi to Meir
Freund
Veronica Hynes’ daughter, Kelly (SI)
Mr. Igel, CEO to Raizy Goldstein-the entire
YvY families wishes you a hearty Mazel Tov!
Mr. Igel upon the engagement of his daughter
Malkie
Chana Lieberman’s (BP) son Yanky
Chana Lieberman’s (BP) daughter Avigayil
Chaya Spirn’s (C) daughter
Tami Tsadok’s (C) daughter

Wedding

Masha Auerbach (BP)
Zelda Altman (W)
Miri Fasten (BP)
Shaina Hirsh (BP)
Simi Jachimowitz (BP)
Mushka Laufer (BP)
Pearl Ostreicher’s (BP) daughter Mindy to Zvi
Rosenberg
Zeldy Pinter’s (BP) daughter
Shifra Sabel’s (BP) daughter
Emma Saidov’s (BP) son Raffi to Baila Gross

Adina Schochet to Levi Tiechtel
Fayge Seewald’s (C) daughter
Miriam Stone’s (BP) daughter
Hindy Tabrisky’s (WIC) daughter

Baby Boy

Batsheva Chopp (BP)
Chayala Greenwald (BP)
Rachel Greenwald (W)
Henny Kohn (BP)
Malky Licht (BP)
Neshy Oestrich (BP)
Mala Polatsek (W)
Yitty Stein (BP)

Baby Girl

Esther Bernstein (BP)
Baila Ettlinger (BP)
Tziporah Simonowitz (BP)
Henny Thau (C)

Proud Grandparents

Ruth Akerman (BP)
Devorah Barnett (BP)
Mr. & Mrs. Ganz (W)
Tzurty Green (BP)
Gittie Knoll (BP)
Mr. Avrum & Mrs. Gitty Lichtenstein (BP)
became great grandparents
Chana Lieberman (BP)

Rose Ziselman, became a grandmother to new
baby Ella Rose (SI)

Congratulations

Shaindy Barok (BP) BS in Ed/Psyche
Chani Beck (BP) upon receiving her Masters
degree in SpEd
Family/Community Coordinator, 		
Smyrna Casado’s (SI) daughter, Tiffany,
received her Associates Degree.
Family Assistant, Jessica Fallon’s (SI) son,
Robert, graduated high school and will be
attending Cortland SUNY in the Fall.
Esther Brocha Fass (F) upon receiving her
Masters degree
Chaya’la Grunwald (BP) upon receiving her
Masters degree in SpEd
Blimi Herbst (FC) upon attaining WSI 		
certification
Education Director, Madeline O’Donohue’s
(SI) daughter, Lauren graduated with a
Masters Degree in Early Childhood SpEd
Education
Miriam Stone (BP) BS in Ed/Psych
Simi Traube (BP) upon receiving her Masters
degree in SpEd
Chana Rifka Swichar (BP), BS in Special Ed

Best Wishes

Etie Teigman (C) is making aliya this summer!
We wish her the best of luck!

We’d love to hear from you!
We would like to thank everyone for their input, encouragement, and suggestions for the newsletter. Please be advised that due to editorial content,
time and/or space constraints, it is not always possible to include all submissions. At the same time, however, we would like to encourage you to
continue writing us. Please e-mail your comments, suggestions, letters to the editor and news to YvYInk@yeled.org or to rherbst@yeled.org or fax
to 718.686.2497
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